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Abstract. Intermedia performance inspires innovative methods of combining 
ideas, art forms, materials, and spaces.  By investigating components of sound, 
video, and dance individually as well as the hybridization of these media, a vast 
number of relationships can be discovered. To illustrate these complexities, I 
examine the 2006 performance Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl 
(Mutation #2) by San Francisco-based group DOUBLE VISION.  This piece 
was a large-scale, interactive, intermedia performance that explored simultane-
ity, chaos, and rule-based audience interaction.  Elements of the resulting dy-
namic micro and macro systems contained in this performance can be applied to 
a multitude of artistic processes and physical spaces.

1   Introduction

Intermedia performance can demonstrate innovative methods of combining ideas, art 
forms, materials, and spaces.  The San Francisco based group DOUBLE VISION has 
been exploring topics of intermedia performance since its foundation in December of 
2003.  In particular, the group has emphasized these topics by producing a series of 
performances entitled Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl.  The series is bound 
by incorporating multiple art forms like dance, video, sound, sculpture, and installa-
tion in a defined space for a given duration.  Additionally, the series eliminates the use 
of the proscenium stage.  This arrangement enables the audience to move freely 
amongst performers and installations, while triggering artistic responses.

The first incarnation of DOUBLE VISION’s work, entitled Evolutionary Patterns 
and the Lonely Owl (Byte #0), was presented at WORKS/San Jose on September 24, 
2005.  This presentation was based upon mathematician John Conway’s Game of 



Life, an example of cellular automation.  The Game of Life has a set of four rules1 
that determine the life, or death, of a single cell based on the state of a neighboring 
cell [1].  A variety of patterns are generated from this algorithm.  

DOUBLE VISION applied the Game of Life rules to different types of perform-
ances.  Through physical proximity, audience members, artists, and sculptural ele-
ments triggered the life and death of nearby performers, thereby creating a complex 
and evolving performance.  

On November 19, 2005, DOUBLE VISION presented Evolutionary Patterns and 
the Lonely Owl (Mutation #1) at Madhorse Loft in Oakland, California.  Similar to the 
first incarnation, this performance used audience participation to manipulate the out-
come of multiple artistic works.  It differed, however, in its methods of manipulation 
and in the content of the performance.  In Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl 
(Mutation #1), each attendee was given colored glow sticks to represent DNA strands.  
Various combinations of DNA strands incited mutations in individual artistic projects 
and performances.  

Table 1.   Example of DNA usage from the Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Muta-
tion  #1) piece entitled “Not  Yet.” Pauline Jennings and Peter Matthews performed a range of 
activities relating to a movement duet in response to the DNA codons present in their space

DNA Codon Combination Result in Performance

ACGG = At least one A and C 
and two G’s present

Highest output of activity: Perform and 
develop entire duet sequence

ACG(+A or C or T) = at least 
one A, C and G present

Medium output of activity: Loop duet ex-
cerpt only

AG(+A, G or T) = at least one A 
and G present, no Cs

Low output of activity: Serve wine, read 
paper

No G’s present No output of activity: Dead

Audience members experimented with trading colored glow sticks amongst each 
other and used them collectively to evoke different choreographic, sound, and video 
responses.  Unlike the first incarnation, this event eliminated universal rules that gov-
erned artists’ projects, which allowed both the performers and audience to experience 
more freedom and diversity in the space.        

The third and most recent incarnation of the series was performed May 16 and 17, 
2006 at CELLspace in San Francisco.  Entitled Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely 

1 The four rules include: (1) Each cell with one or no neighbors dies, as if by loneliness; (2) 
each cell with four or more neighbors dies, as if by overpopulation, and; (3) each cell with two 
or three neighbors survives [1]



Owl (Mutation #2), this event strove for increased freedom from rule-based perform-
ance with a shift to more anarchistic methodologies.  Wherein previous performances 
artists had to obey the rules of the event, in this performance artists were given total 
artistic freedom.  Artists could collaborate, make their own rule-based systems, or 
completely disregard the other performers and audience members.  The collaborative 
result was a balance ebbing between unity and chaos.     

In this paper, I analyze the performance of Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely 
Owl (Mutation #2), by examining the content and larger resulting forms of the work.  
I will describe individual and group choreography, sound, video, and installation.  By 
doing so, I will demonstrate how complexity in simultaneous audiovisual experiences 
can collectively lead to inventive approaches in the creative process.

2  Content

The following section describes examples of individual works created for Evolution-
ary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2).  These descriptions will be useful 
later when considering the event’s form. Each example depicts an independent piece 
that occurred throughout the event within a shared space.  I explore one example from 
each major type of art form represented, including dance, sound, installation, and 
video.  The artists involved in the event were Marielle Amrhein, Steven Baudonnet, 
Matt Bell, Liz Bootz, Amanda Crawford, Brian Enright, Simran Gleason, Jammin' 
Ammon, Ron Goldin, Jessica Gomula, Pauline Jennings, Jason B. Jones, Elisabeth 
Kohnke, Chris Kruzic, Amy Leonards, Michelle K. Lynch, Wendy Marinaccio, Amy 
Nielson, Cecelia Peterson, Tim Thompson, Bill Wolter, Nicole Zvarik and yours truly.

2.1  “Ample Autonomous Accumulators”

“Ample Autonomous Accumulators” was a dance piece choreographed by Pauline 
Jennings and performed by Pauline Jennings, Wendy Marinaccio, and Cecelia Peter-
son.  In the work, the three dancers combined references to popular culture, pedestrian 
movement, and sports with abstract and contemporary movements.  During the entire 
three-hour performance, dancers competed against each other in an ongoing race. The 
winner of each race and the overall match was determined by audience participation 
and the dexterity of the individual performers.  Spectators could help or impede the 
dancers by placing placards with rules for choreographic manipulations on their bod-
ies.  Pauline Jennings describes the command the audience had over the dancers in 
this excerpt from a recent interview: 

We hung placards that had a variety of audience interactive and choreographic directives 
such as: steal home (run home without doing movement phrases), slow motion (slow 



movements down), accumulate (accumulate each movement  of the phrase), replay  (repeat 
movements at least twice), rewind (perform movements backwards), fast forward (accel-
erate speed) and others. If an audience member placed a placard on a dancer, the dancer 
had to obey the command until someone either removed it or replaced it with another. In 
this way, the audience played a decisive role in who won each race. At the end of each 
night, a victor was announced by the scoreboard [2].

In “Ample Autonomous Accumulators” rule-based systems allowed for audience 
control of movement while adding a layer of chance, complexity, and chaos.  The 
materials used in the work, in this case dance, allowed the artwork to travel within the 
performance space.  In other words, the piece took advantage of the body’s natural 
mobility and juxtaposed it with more static mediums like stationary video.  The piece 
additionally allowed for a sophisticated level of interaction between artist and audi-
ence.  Similar interactions pose different challenges when using technologically based 
systems.

2.2  “Bouncing Off the Walls”

“Bouncing Off the Walls” was an interactive installation created by video artist and 
programmer Tim Thompson.  Thompson creates striking computer generated video 
graphics with a dynamism that can be controlled by user interaction.  In this work, 
two steering wheels were used to control graphical bouncing balls inside an elaborate 
video-projected maze.  As an audience member steered the movement of the balls, 
they were able to knock down walls of the maze and created intricate visual patterns.

In addition to being visually complex, the installation also involved an aural com-
ponent.  Each ball had a distinctive pitch and percussive sound associated with its 
graphical representation.  The sound of the ball was diffused spatially through four 
speakers that surrounded the audience.  The placement of the sound in the sound sys-
tem was determined by which wall the ball was hitting.  For example, if the ball 
struck the left-top part of a wall, the sound would emit from the left front speaker.  
Conversely, if a ball hit a right-bottom facing wall, the sound would be heard in the 
back right speaker.  Mapping the relationship of the ball hitting the walls to the speak-
ers, in combination with the video projection, created an immersive multimedia expe-
rience for the viewer. As in many of Thompson’s installations, the viewer was a vital 
component to his work.  He describes the importance of the viewer in “Bouncing Off 
the Walls” as:

…[“Bouncing Off the Walls”] require[s] audience members to participate in the creation 
of the art.  If there is no audience, there is no art….[The piece] also reveal[s] the impact of 
an audience analyzing a piece of art, by taking the time to better understand the art, the 
audience can significantly enhance their experience [3].



Thompson’s work took advantage of the element of audience participation in Evo-
lutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2).  As he describes, without the 
audience his piece could not exist.  Without his piece, the next piece described, 
“Audio Transmission Landscape,” would also not have fully existed.  Unintentionally, 
the work “Bouncing Off the Walls” started a chain reaction that provided content for a 
different piece.  While Thompson’s piece was stationary, the effects of his work 
reached beyond the confines of the installation’s home base.

2. 3  “Audio Transmission Landscape”

“Audio Transmission Landscape” was a sonic and musical component of Evolution-
ary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2) created by composers David Holton 
and myself.  The work utilized a variety of sounds diffused through a number of 
speakers.  The overall compositional form was improvisatory, while the content was 
generated from multiple sources including algorithmically generated material, a li-
brary for FM transmissions, and live-sampling.  

The algorithmically generated material came from networked computers located in 
different parts of the venue. Each computer was running software that created and 
processed a variety of sounds including samples of environments, people, and ani-
mals.  Together, the networked computers shared or fought for control over which 
computer was permitted to emit particular sounds.  

All sound sources where collected at a central mixing console.  Besides the com-
puter sounds, the central mixing board also received FM transmissions.  Using trans-
mitters and receivers, audio signals were routed to localized areas in the venue.  The 
audio signals transmitted came from computers, performers, or audience members.  In 
essence, a completely anarchistic music library could be accessed and updated by 
anyone present with a computer or wireless PDA (personal digital assistants).  

In addition to using contributed sounds, additional sounds could be “stolen” or 
captured throughout the venue by using microphones.  These captured sounds were 
then mixed and processed through the central mixing board.  This source, in conjunc-
tion with the other sound sources, presented a wide range of material for the compos-
ers to choose from.  

As sounds were chosen, they were diffused through the space to a number of inde-
pendent speakers.  Some speakers were components of installations including a fifteen 
foot geodesic dome, an apartment house for a boar-like creature, and multiple furry, 
hanging pods.  Speakers emitting sound were also attached to the costumes of per-
formers travelling through the space.  

While the dance and installation pieces included audience participation, the “Audio 
Transmission Landscape” did not (with the exception of the radio library).  Instead of 
utilizing user feedback, the piece focused on having an effect on the user.  “Audio 



Transmission Landscape” directed audience attention to different places by what 
sonic material was being diffused into the space.  

2.4  “Name Games”  

“Name Games” was a video and performance piece by artist Jessica Gomula.  The 
video featured a large-scale projection spread across long-hanging, semi-transparent 
fabric strips that were suspended from the ceiling.  The content of the video was a mix 
of flash animations and scrolling text.  Gomula describes the work thus:

A blizzard of sexualized slang words float  down in an interactive exploration of the wide 
breadth of slang words associated with sexualized male and female body parts. Juxtaposed 
against their scientific names, the 1000+  slang words reveal  the emotional and subjective 
nature of the slang, in both positive/nurturing and negative/hateful contexts. As the viewer 
navigates through the floating text, a woman lassos and moves within the text, re-
appropriating the words for her own use [4].


The specificity implied in Gomula’s use of language and text delivered a vivid vis-

ual component to Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2).  The 
enormous size of the projected words rolling down the hanging scrims affected the 
viewer’s sense of space and time.  In addition to the video, Gomula cyclically trans-
formed the space with a related interactive performance component.

Approximately three times during the event a sound cue of cowboys screaming 
“yippee” and “yahoo” were heard to notify the audience that a “hoe-down” was about 
to commence.  At that time, the audience was rounded-up by a number of cowboy and 
cowgirl imposters holding lassos and stickers.  A square dance caller joined the group 
yelling dance steps and persuaded the audience to pair-up with the performers and 
dance.  The audience members were branded with the stickers, which contained words 
similar to those seen on the video projection.  The stickers addressed the difference 
between actively and passively navigating the sexually indicative slang words.  

“Name Games” held a dominant artistic voice during the event because of the 
sheer size of the projections and the demand for the audience to join the square danc-
ers.  However, in contrast to the other artistic content described, the performance as-
pect of the piece rarely occurred during the evening.  In essence, the “hoe-down” cre-
ated a few climatic episodes that dramatically altered the landscape of the event.   

3 Overall Form 

While the previous analysis discusses individual pieces in Evolutionary Patterns and 
the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2), the audience did not experience them as such.  What is 
important to note is that all of the more-than-twenty individual works occurred simul-



taneously.  In this part of the paper I will attempt to highlight the relationships and 
interactions between project territories, artists, and audience members.  From this 
analysis, I will demonstrate how the overarching form of the event was achieved 
through processes such as negotiation and adaptation.

3.1  Form by Negotiation 

Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2) was performed at 
CELLspace, a 10,000 square foot warehouse-like venue in San Francisco.  The venue 
featured a ground floor gallery and a large open room as well as a second floor bal-
cony and loft.  The space was arranged to exclude “seating” or  a central stage, 
thereby encouraging the audience to freely explore the entire venue.  Prior to the 
opening performance, artists working on static projects negotiated with each other for 
locations within the space.  Considerations for these projects included physical prox-
imity to others, ideal lighting, diffused video, and local verses ambient sound.  For 
mobile projects, artists determined what spatial limitations, if any, would be placed on 
their performances.  In this manner, the venue was collectively divided to best suite 
the needs of the individual projects.  Because there was no director and no moderator, 
artists where left to their own devices and negotiation skills to acquire desired physi-
cal, aural, and visual territories.   

As a result of these negotiations, spaces were ultimately divided by categories such 
as static sculptures/installations, mobile performances, dynamic video and light pro-
jection, and sonic diffusion.  Therefore, the overarching physical form appeared  
complex, especially when projects shared or collided territories.  Adding to this com-
plexity was a sense of impermanence caused by an audience who further divided or 
connected spaces and projects by their participation. 

When viewing the space from above, the environment could be akin to inspecting 
the inner workings of a small city.  Installations and sculptures, like the walls of build-
ings, housed the citizens and the diverse activities within and surrounding them.  



Fig. 3. This is an overview of the CELLspace first and second floor layout for Evolutionary 
Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2). Numbers indicate the various projects: (1) Inner 
(f)Ear Brigade Band; (2) Inflatables; (3) Hanging geodesic dome / projection surface; (4) “Love 
Dome”  geodesic dome and light/video installation; (5) “Places Along the Way: number 7” 
performance/sculpture installation; (6) “Bouncing of the Walls”  interactive video/sound instal-
lation; (7) “Name Games”  primary hoe-down site; (8) “Name Games” hanging video scrims; 
(9) Traveling performance art duet; (10) Mud pit for vocal performance; (11) CaCO360 interac-
tive marble/video installation; (12) Flying video blimp communication  and projection center; 
(13) “no cens ov rita” interactive movement duet; (14) “(Out)lines”  interactive video tracking/
painting installation; (15) “Illuminations” lighting  installation; (16) “How I learned to  stop 
worrying and love the moon” giant inflatable performance art installation; (17) “Towers, Moon 
Rocks, and Bears, Oh My!” performance and sculpture installation; (18) “Ample Autonomous 
Accumulators” dance installation home base; (19) “Audio Transmission Landscape” home base 
for audio and video installation; (20) “Map”  drawing project, and; (21) “PAlien” interactive 
sculpture/sound installation. 

3.2  Form by Serendipity and Adaptation

 Within the event landscape, multiple perspectives could be observed as artistic inter-
actions occurred.  For example, two dancers in “Ample Autonomous Accumulators” 



crossed into the “Bouncing Off the Walls” territory where the “Name Games” projec-
tion illuminated their bodies. Triggered by the dancers’ presence in the space, the 
“Audio Transmission Landscape” amplified sounds in that same space.  As a result,  
the audience may have shifted attention toward this moment and witnessed an entirely 
new and unique piece forming.  If the audience member was close to this action, the 
focus of the individual could be on a microscopic level such as observing a dancer’s 
leg muscles flexing.  On the other hand, if the audience member was watching from 
above, their focus could be on the pattern of the action or its contrast to another high-
activity moment occurring elsewhere.  For that matter, an audience member could be 
inside a structure such as an enclosed geodesic dome, making the viewer oblivious to 
any peripheral action. Because hundreds of events like this one occurred every sec-
ond, the viewer’s focus was in a constant state of adjustment, exploration, and discov-
ery.

Abstract Elements’ Affect on Form.  The above example focuses on the division of 
tangible space caused by a finite source such as the dancers.  Elements such as audio 
and video have a uniquely different impact on the partitioning of space in an 
intermedia performance event.  For example, audio and video could engulf the entire 
space with an increased amplitude and projection size or could conversely embrace a 
small space with localized sound and focused projection.  These elements could 
effectively change dimension without encroaching upon the physical space of 
installations.  This type of space division and adaptation further accentuated the 
complexity inherent in the event.   

Like the use of audio and video, the wireless technology needed for the piece 
“Audio Transmission Landscape” added another layer of complexity to the overall 
physical form. “Audio Transmission Landscape” incorporated a user-based sound 
library housed in computers that accepted and sent digital information through a wire-
less network.  The data was transmitted throughout the space without interfering with 
or affecting the other pieces.  Unlike the audio and video, the wireless transmissions 
were another step removed from observable representation in the space.  The audience 
members were able to experience the transmissions and even affect what was con-
tained in the user sound library but where not able to reach out and touch it like they 
could a dancer or video scrim.  

Audience’s Affect on Form.  The audience contributed yet another dimension to the 
overall form of the event.  Given the freedom to explore the space, the audience al-
tered the landscape simply by having a physical presence in it, as well as by triggering 
artistic events.  One example of this was demonstrated when two individuals, unaware 
that they were being video broadcasted, were intimately embracing inside a fully-
covered geodesic dome.  The video feed of the couple was projected onto territories 
that required performers to respond to the amount of physical or video-represented 



people locally present.  The irony in chain reactions, as seen in this example, is that 
the couple in the dome had no knowledge of their impact on artists, other audience 
members, and the form of the event.  Whether intentional or not, the cause and effect 
triggered by a single participant could dramatically change the event in unpredictable 
ways.

4  Conclusion

Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2) exhibited similarities to that 
of a contemporary city.  A single audience member, like a pedestrian, could navigate 
and explore a multitude of spaces and experience a number of perspectives. The audi-
ence could unconsciously have an impact on other individuals and events, thus reflect-
ing their ability to affect their own city, country, and future landscapes.  Artists, like 
the inhabitants of a city, create, adapt, transform, and contribute to the development of 
the environment, society, and culture.  

Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2) demonstrated these char-
acteristics, but as an artistic event, it also displayed several major differences.  These 
differences are exhibited in the manner of experimentation, freedom, and expression 
of the event’s inhabitants.  While the event did not claim or try to be a kind of utopian 
environment, it inspired the imagination in extraordinary ways.

4.1  Non-Systems as Methodology

By examining the individual content of the event, evidence of a number of imagi-
native and innovative processes can be observed.  Whether by incorporating methods 
of audience interaction, custom-built technologies, formats for audiovisual diffusion, 
or other inventive processes, each artistic project was a seed for continued exploration 
and development.  Intermedia art permits the combination of such seeds that further 
the expansion of individualized ideas, methods, and possibilities.  A challenge posed 
by intermedia art therefore lies in discovering methodologies to consciously combine 
diverse elements into an overarching form.

While there exist many systems for organizing diverse artistic elements such as the 
self-organizing systems used in John Conway’s Game of Life, DOUBLE VISION 
chose a non-organizing system or non-system.  The form of the event was instead 
derived from the content of individual works and void of rules, regulations, and gov-
ernance.  In my opinion, the freedom within this non-system allowed for the contrib-
uting artists to be uninhibited in the development of their pieces.  Additionally, with a 
form lacking in a central focus, stage, and direction, the audience was permitted to 
experience the event freely.  This type of artistic environment is vastly different from 
the rules, regulations, mores, and boundaries established by our societies.        



4.2  Transvergence through Collaboration

The process and realization of Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl was quite 
contemporary in nature.  In an age when access to ideas, materials, and perspectives is 
growing in scale, transvergence of these aspects presents great possibilities.  Theorist 
Marcos Novak addresses this topic within his definition of transvergence:

The clusters of cultural impacts and creative conditions brought about by accelerating tech-
nological change. This work articulates and explores the realization that  we are not only 
witnessing the "convergence" and "divergence" of media, disciplines, institutions, and so on, 
but a much more radical "transvergence" leading to widespread epistemic speciation in prac-
tically all areas of knowledge and expression, and to  the continuous emergence of entirely 
new fields. On a global scale, the projects we are most  captivated by, and often most highly 
invested in, are projects that no longer progress along expected lines of development, but 
that are instead jumping across diverse and initially mutually alien territories [5].

Transvergence can be seen in a number of fields today including the use of bio-
inspiration by Dr. Robert Full Ph.D. and the Poly-PEDAL Laboratory at the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley.  The lab’s work is an inspiring example of the possibili-
ties for achieving new ground in interdisciplinary science. Full, a biologist, studies the 
locomotion of animals and collaborates with computer scientists, engineers, physicists 
and other specialists to push the field of robotics.  A recent example of such investiga-
tions has led to the creation of a scansorial climbing robot named RiSE.   RiSE, as the 
name would suggest, can move up vertical surfaces without the aid of ropes or other 
gadgets [6].  The creation of this robot, and similar bio-inspired robots, would not be 
possible without an interdisciplinary approach.

The arts have also broken new boundaries through similar approaches to creativity.  
The green fluorescent GFP Bunny named Alba, by Eduardo Kac, is a popular example 
of an artist collaborating with a team of scientists.  This “transgenic” artwork has been 
described by Kac as, “a new art form based on the use of genetic engineering to trans-
fer natural or synthetic genes to an organism, to create unique living beings [7].”  

4.3  Future Growth through Adaptation and Collaboration

Artists and scientists have been collaborating for ages, but what seems apparent in 
our current place in history is that the palette from which artists and scientists can 
draw is growing.  In the case of Alba, which was created using genes from a jellyfish, 
technology is expanding the artist’s resources and closing the gap of impossibility.  
Similarly, DOUBLE VISON’s cast of artists included not just those working in con-
ventional arts, but also included computer programmers, ethnographers, fabricators,  
mechanical engineers and hardware designers.  More than that, DOUBLE VISION 
encouraged the pedestrian or user of the artwork and installations to play an active 
role in the creation and modification of the communities constructed at CELLspace.



Evolutionary Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2) provided a space and 
time in which transvergence could exist.  The pieces, patterns, forms, and experiences 
had by those in attendance could affect future creative processes and methodologies.  
It is hard to imagine these possibilities being realized without collaboration and the 
lack of imposed formulaic structure on both the artists and spectators.  By being open 
to discovery and sharing in the process of development and innovation, Evolutionary 
Patterns and the Lonely Owl (Mutation #2) in the very least provided proof that form 
could arise from anarchy and that a community could be built and served through an 
adaptive, collaborative system.
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